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SLC Response to NASMA Summary Report – HEBSS Training Session  
Hilton Hotel, Liverpool,  
 
NASMA Annual Professional Development Event 2011  
 
Thank you for the feedback received from the fifteen NASMA members attending this 
session at the above event.  
 
We’ve worked through your ‘Problem Areas’ and ‘Wishlist’ and where possible, 
commented/ provided explanatory notes.   
 
Problem Areas:  
 
Not able to search by application status (e.g. Unconditional, Conditional Firm – 
UCAS data) 
 
This reflects a constraint arising from data sharing limitations with UCAS.  We would be 
interested to hear what the value might be, but its not come up at any user groups 
elsewhere.  
 
Evidence Verified flag has insufficient detail for it to be meaningful. On occasion it 
also changes from Yes to No and back again without explanation.    
 
The Evidence Verified flag is a YES/NO indicator and relates not only to financial but 
also personal circumstances. The status of the indicator is subject to Assessor 
intervention and satisfying requirements on an individual case by case basis, and is 
sourced from the SF systems. There would be a small number of occasions where 
evidence comes from different sources, and we expect that the implementation and 
enhancement of our income verification system will reduce numbers in this category.   
 
Payment letters often confusing to students as payment dates do not always 
match HEI published dates.  
 
Its very important that HEIs approve awards quickly. The letter is automatically triggered 
and only sent to the student when the HEI approves the award so, if the approval for 
whatever reason is later than the HEIs published payment dates, the letter will not reflect 
this date but will show the actual payment date/s. The system guides encourage HEIs to 
approve awards in plenty of time before payment due dates.   
 
Turn-around time for re-assessments and current year income assessments is 
often slow 
 
Income assessments are not part of the HEBSS service. For SFE, the Service Level 
target for Change of Circumstances notification processing is 20 working days and 
current workload is being managed within these timescales.  
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For ‘current year income’ requests the assessments cannot be fully finalised until the 
evidence can be verified after the close off for the current financial year in April. 
 
Delays in recording consent to share (repeat contact is often required) / When 
SLC staff ‘refresh’ consent to share for a student/sponsor the result may not take 
effect: why is it possible for SLC staff to see the consent to share is on the system 
and not HEI staff in these instances? 
 
This has come up elsewhere- there appears to be an intermittent issue with the 
checkbox to record consent to share not updating 1st time around and this is being 
looked into.  
 
The checkbox is on the LA Portal itself which is why SLC staff can view it and the HEI 
staff cannot. 
 
Often no response received once system issues have been reported to the 
‘Technical Team’ via HEI Helpline.  
 

When a ‘common’ issue is reported by multiple HEIs the various trackers are grouped 
together to help Frontline Support determine the frequency and severity of the issue as 
well as assist the team with prioritising the defect and the resultant timescales for 
investigation & solution.  
 
When this happens the issue is added to the ‘Release Notes’ which are available to 
download from the HE Portal. These release notes advise of outstanding defects, short –
term workaround and ultimately the long-term fix and resolution date. This 
communication would replace individual HEI notifications. 
 
No notifications for pended assessments - see wish list below.  
 
After approving a student’s award – if ACR/SSAC status means the payment will 
be pended, can the system please let us know so action can be taken by the HEI 
to resolve this?  
 

There is a report readily available to download (in either pdf or csv format) from 
Bursaries/Reports called the ‘Pending Payment Report’. 
 
Anonymous/unexpected reassessments leading to students being ‘Ineligible’ 
despite satisfying HEI rules.  
 
It sometimes may appear as though there are random changes but each reassessment 
is as a result of a ‘Change in Circumstances’ notified by the student to their Assessing 
Authority which affect a student’s entitlement to national support funding and is therefore 
subject to a reassessment. This happens because the LA Portal is intrinsically linked to 
the HE Portal and automatically transfers all data across.  
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This and each resultant reassessment will always be run against the HEI rules on the 
HE Portal to determine if the student is still eligible and meets the HEI criteria for a 
bursary award. If the HE Portal deems the student to be ‘ineligible’ it is because the HEI 
rules are not being met at this particular point in time. It may be, however, that often a 
subsequent reassessment amends the student information and the student becomes 
‘eligible’ again – in which case the record will reappear on the Approvals List. 
As the Approvals List is a working list it is best practice to ensure this is kept as up to 
date as possible which lessens the multiple actions required ie. AC,AR  
 
 
Where awards are re-instated, award amount often set to zero - see wish-list 
below. 
 
Where reinstated awards require a payment value to be set, please ensure the 
user cannot click reinstate until an appropriate value has been set.  
 
If entries appear on the Approvals List with a zero amount this indicates that the student 
is now ineligible and in this case the action required Is ‘cancellation’ to clear the 
Approvals List. If the award is subsequently reassessed and deemed eligible it will 
reappear on the Approvals List with the value preset on screen and requires the action 
‘awaiting reassessment’. 
 
As per above note it is important to keep the Approvals List clear as If the ‘cancellation’ 
action hasn’t been done by the time the reassessment comes back through the Portal it 
will still show as a zero amount on the Approvals List however when drilling in to the 
actual assessment record you will see the values stated and know that it is eligible and 
requires reinstatement.  
 
 
Reinstated award scheduled against second instalment date in full, rather than 
making an initial instalment in the usual 10 days.  
 
You are correct. If a reinstatement is actioned either during or after scheduled drawdown 
period all of the funds are currently scheduled against the second instalment. We will 
add this to the Enhancements Catalogue for future consideration.   
 
Note – awards reinstated prior to the scheduled payment dates will be paid in the normal 
manner  
 
 
Instances of payments being scheduled despite HEI rules criteria clearly not being 
met.  
 
The award only ever appears on the ‘Approvals List’ with a status of ‘Automated 
Assessment’ when it meets the HEI rules criteria. The HEI still has final discretion as to 
whether or not they wish to approve the award at this stage and no payments will be 
scheduled unless an award is ‘approved’ by an HEI.   
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What may be happening is If, and when a subsequent reassessment deems a student 
‘ineligible’ for that award it will reappear on the ‘Approvals List’ for the HEI consideration 
and the option is available to cancel/amend as appropriate.  
Alternatively, at any time the HEI can decide to cancel the award for whatever reason. 
Cancelling an award (at least 10 working days prior to the scheduled payment date) will 
stop the payments.  
 
A general approach on reassessment issues would be to discuss individual instances 
with the HEI’s HEBSS administrator. There will be variations in the approach taken by 
each HEI, and there are no underlying system issues. Admittedly it’s a complex area 
with the interface to the SF systems.    
 
Emergency payment option (function now available but not yet tested by users)  
 
There is no emergency payment option yet which negates the need for the student to 
meet one of the payment triggers (PT, SSAC or ACR) however it is a proposed 
enhancement which has been approved by the HEBSS Steering Group and this will be 
prioritised with the next batch of enhancements to begin work analysis. 
 
Intermittent problems downloading Excel documents: no explanation given, only 
’not available’; this is not very helpful.  
 
We are aware of these intermittent problems and investigation is ongoing to determine 
the cause and solution to this problem.  
 
No fee information on Excel document exports - see wish-list below 
 
 
When exporting data from system on Excel documents, comprehensive data is 
included but not the fee amount as indicated on the students record. It would be 
useful to be able to check this on the spreadsheet without referral back to the live 
system.  
 
This is already on the ‘Enhancement Catalogue’ for future consideration. 
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Wish- List:  
 
More detailed and appropriate training for SFE staff to give more informed 
responses when asked about ‘Evidence Verified’ or ‘Consent’ issues. 
 
We will consult with our Customer Services Management Team for their planned training 
programme for AY12/13.   
 
Quick reference guide for terms such as ‘Self – Certified’, Full Income  
Assessment’ etc to assess application status.  
 
These filters are a recent addition to HEBSS. We are updating the User Guide to 
incorporate further information and additional guidance on these new filters.  
 
There are a number of Guidance Chapters available on the Practitioners website which 
provide detailed information regarding eligibility and financial assessment which may 
also be of help. These are available to view and download at the following link  
http://www.practitioners.slc.co.uk/policy-information/guidance-chapters.aspx 
 
Enhanced reporting functions, e.g. ability to flag students from low participation 
backgrounds, ethnicity, postcode etc (this will be useful for NSP and HEFCE 
WPSA)  
 
Information is only available if it is required and captured as part of the student’s 
application for national support funding.   
We do not have any details regarding the social background or ethnicity of a student, but 
we do provide postcode information already. 
 
Report to show exactly which correspondence has been sent to all students who 
have received letters and associated dates.  
 
There is a ‘correspondence’ view on each individual student record which contains copy 
of all of the letters sent out to that student. These letters can be viewed, printed, emailed 
or reposted if necessary by the HEI Advisor.  

Whilst there is not a specific report to show the correspondence the correspondence is 
sent out the day after an HEI approval and the approvals can be tracked via the 
“Approvals Action Status Report”   

More time available before session times out. 

The timing of the session time out is for security reasons. We have set this time after 
dialogue with our IT security group, and it sits within the service standard. However, we’ll 
consult with other groups to see how close we are to a “norm” for customer systems in 
the sector.     

http://www.practitioners.slc.co.uk/policy-information/guidance-chapters.aspx
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Read-only access for students so student can see if bursaries have been 
processed (student access would have not household income data). This 
information could be on their on line account.  

HEBSS access is at institutional level not student specific so if anyone was given read 
only access they would be able to see all students at that institution so we cannot allow 
student access.  

HEBSS is not linked in any way to the Students online account. It would prohibitively 
expensive to construct such an interface.   

Clarification of system user roles and what permissions are attached to each role: 
this would allow more colleagues to be given access to the system. 

This information is available in the Bursary User Guide – Chapter 2, Page 9. The User 
Guide can be downloaded from the HEBSS Homepage on the HE Portal.  
 
Rules engine to be rigorously tested for accuracy: lack of faith in system leads to 
institutions administering using ‘in-house’ systems.  
 
The rules engine is currently assessing with 100% accuracy against the entered rules. 
Some HEIs have simplified their rules over the years. We have in the past offered 
training and coaching on rules entry.  
 
Use front page of HEBSS Portal (as well as email) in order to inform users of 
serious system issues and planned upgrades etc – users not always in receipt of 
emails sent to HEI contacts: this would help ensure anyone accessing the system 
is aware of issue.  
 
The HEBSS Portal Homepage does contain information regarding issues and planned 
upgrades etc. It also contains the User Guide and Release Notes so is a good point of 
reference for all Users.  


